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Matali Crasset has designed her first rug for Italian firm
Nodus which will be on display in Paris at the upcoming
Maison & Objet interiors fair.

And it's a bold one.

Called 'Roots', Crasset's design features a stylised root
system of a tree against a deep green background; and
even has their tips reaching over the edges of the rug.

Nodus have a pretty impressive roster of rugs already in
production from big names like Studio Job, Luca Nichetto,
Estudio Campana and James Irvine, so this latest
collaboration is yet another string to their bow.

Not for the faint-hearted, but we think this new release is a
whole lot of fun.

www.nodusrug.it
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PERMAFROST RUGS

It may seem odd for a
Norwegian design firm
to so readily embrace a
staple of…

MILAN SALONE 2011

New launches at the 2011 Milan Salone
Internazionale del Mobile.

NEW NEW ENGLAND

Designer Timothy Liles launched “New
New England” at both the CITE
showroom and Ace Hotel during last
weekend's ICFF, and we like the
playful…
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SOFT DECEPTION

Exhibited at DMY Berlin earlier in the
month, this series of chairs by Veronika
Wildgruber are not quite what they
seem at first glance. Anyone
dropping…

21 Jun 10 | Content

SOFT TOPOGRAPHY

Bright, squashy and super fun; we think
this is fantastic. 'The Carpet' by Dutch
designer Laurens van Wieringen is a
rug with a difference - constructed…
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SUSTAINABLE WOOL
FURNISHINGS BY
FIVETIMESONE

Here's something fun to kick-start your
morning; we love this selection of soft
furnishings by Polish design collective
Fivetimesone. Their range of
seamless…07 Oct 10 | Products


